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Multi-labeled Data Expressed by a Set of Labels
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Abstract—Collected data must be organized to be utilized effi-
ciently, and hierarchical classification of data is efficient approach
to organize data. When data is classified to multiple categories or
annotated with a set of labels, users request multi-labeled data by
giving a set of labels. There are several interpretations of the data
expressed by a set of labels. This paper discusses which data is
expressed by a set of labels by introducing orders for sets of labels
and shows that there are four types of orders, which are characterized
by whether the labels of expressed data includes every label of the
given set of labels within the range of the set. Desirable properties
of the orders, data is also expressed by the higher set of labels and
different sets of labels express different data, are discussed for the
orders.

Keywords—Classification Hierarchies, Multi-labeled Data, Multi-
ple Classificaiton, Orders of Sets of Labels

I. INTRODUCTION

PROGRESS of information technologies and arrangement
of network environments have been increasing available

data including various kinds such as numerical data, texts,
images, audio, etc. With the remarkable growth of data, it
is becoming increasingly important to organize collected data
properly. Hierarchical classification based on the content of
data is one of the efficient methods to organize such data
[2] [10] [11], which is used in the category searches in
search engines, for example. Data is classified to categories
or annotated with the labels of the categories.
Data is usually assumed to be classified to one category,

which is called single-label classification [2] [14]. In News-
groups data set, each news document is classified to only
one category [12]. However, there is data which should be
classified to multiple categories. For example, data on a
comparison between manufacturing and financial industries
should not be classified to either category Manufacture or
Finance but to both in the classification for an industrial
type. Such data is classified with multi-label classification,
where data is classified to multiple categories [1] [8] [12].
In multi-label classification, the data on a comparison between
manufacturing and financial industries is classified to both cat-
egories Manufacture and Finance, and labeled {Manufacture,
Finance}.
Users or applications request data by giving labels. There

are two kinds of “data identified by a label,” the data with
the same label as the given label and the data with a label
whose concept is lower than or equal to the concept of the
given label [7]. The data identified by label Manufacture is
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the data labeled Manufacture and the data with one of labels
Manufacture, Transportation, Automobile, etc., respectively.
In utilization of classified data, the latter is usually adopted,
which this paper focuses on. When data is classified with
single-label classification, the utilization of the data is rather
straightforward. In multi-label classification, a set of labels
can be used to identify a set of multi-labeled data because
data have multiple labels. There are several kinds of “data
identified by a set of labels.”

Example 1 Suppose a set of labels L =
{Manufacture, F inance}. The data identified by L
is usually regarded as “the data related to nothing but
manufacturing and financial industries” such as data labeled
{Automobile, Credit}. On the other hand, there can be other
sets of data identified by L . When the data identified by
L means “the data related to manufacturing and financial
industries,” it includes data labeled {Automobile, Credit,
Medicine} where Medicine is not related to Manufacture
or Finance. There are also such meanings that “the data
related to only manufacturing industry or finance industry”
and “the data related to manufacturing industry or finance
industry,” which include data labeled {Automobile} and
{Automobile, Medicine}, with no label for Finance,
respectively. �

Although there are several kinds of data identified by a set
of labels, there is few discussions on the semantics shown in
Example 1. Recent researches on classification allow multi-
labeled data such as Web and texts [6] [11], whose purpose
is automatic classification of data to multiple categories, and
data is used through intersection or union of categories. In
the utilization of multi-labeled data, methods to find the data
matching given set of keywords are developed [3] [4], which
rank data by frequency of keywords and their relationships
so that users can find data satisfying their criteria. In those
researches, the data identified by a given set of labels are
such data as “the data related to all of the labels” or “the data
related to any of the labels.”
To utilize multi-labeled data precisely, there must be ad-

vanced usage based on the multiple labels. This paper intro-
duces orders for sets of labels so that data is expressed by a
set of labels if the label of the data is lower than or equal to
the set of labels. Data is identified by a set of labels as the
data expressed by the set of labels.
Usually a set of labels is interpreted as conjunction or

disjunction of the elements, that is, the intersection or the
union of the sets of data for the labels. These bring two
types of orders for sets of labels. Other orders also exist, and
those orders for sets of labels appear by systematic discussion.
The purpose of this paper is to formalize the various possible
orders.
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There are two desirable properties of orders for sets of
labels. The data identified by set of labels L1 should be also
identified by set of labels L2 if L1 is lower than or equal
to L2, and L1 and L2 are generally expected to identify
different data if L1 and L2 are different from each other.
These properties are discussed precisely.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces

orders for sets of labels. In Section 3, the data identified by
sets of labels with the orders is discussed, and the orders
are summarized to four types. Sections 4 and 5 discuss the
properties of the orders to identify multi-labeled data. Section
6 concludes the paper.

II. INTRODUCING ORDERS FOR SETS OF LABELS

Data is classified for each type of characteristic, which is
called an attribute. For example, individual data is classied
to the categories based on the industrial classification system,
where the attribute is industry. While there is classification for
multiple attributes [5] [11], this paper discusses one specific
attribute for simplicity, and assumes that a classification hier-
archy for the attribute is given and data is classified based on
the hierarchy.
Let o be an object, an individual data, and L be a label

which is used in classification of objects. Let L be the set
of the objects expressed by L, and õ be the label of o
for the classification attribute. An object is classified to the
lowest category (or categories in multi-label classification)
corresponding to the object in a given classification hierarchy
[1] [6] [8]. õ is the label (or the set of labels) of the category
(or the categories) to which o is classified. Objects may be
classified to intermediate categories, which are not leaves in
the hierarchy [6] [7] [13]. For example, if the hierarchies
have the lower categories than manufacturing industry such as
automobile industry, an object on the whole of manufacturing
industry is not classified to the lower categories.
For labels L1 and L2, L2 is higher than L1 (L1 is lower than

L2) if the category of L2 is a higher concept of the category
of L1, denoted by L1 ≺ L2. L1 � L2 denotes that L2 is
higher than or equal to L1. Thus ≺ is a partial order of labels
given by a classification hierarchy. The membership of single-
labeled objects to L is decided by the label of the objects as
L = {o | õ � L}.
For multi-labeled objects, an order between a label and a

set of labels have to be introduced to decide L because L is
a label and õ is a set of labels. Since a set of labels is usually
interpreted as conjunction or disjunction of the elements, the
orders for these interpretations are follows.
1) Conjunction: For a label L and a set of labels L , L is
lower than or equal to L if every label of L is lower
than or equal to L, denoted by L �C L.

2) Disjunction: For a label L and a set of labels L , L is
lower than or equal to L if some label of L is lower
than or equal to L, denoted by L �D L.

Example 2 Fig. 1 shows how sets of labels {Automobile,
Electronics} and {Automobile, Credit} are lower than la-
bel Manufacture, where the dotted arcs from Manufacture

to Automobile and Electronics express the order of the la-
bels, Manufacture is higher than Automobile and Electronics.
Since Automobile and Electronics are lower than Manufacture,
{Automobile, Electronics} is lower than Manufacture for con-
junction. {Automobile, Credit} is not because Credit is not
lower than Manufacture. For disjunction, both {Automobile,
Electronics} and {Automobile, Credit} are lower than Manu-
facture because they have lower labels of Manufacture. �

Manufacture

{Automobile, Electronics}

Manufacture

{Automobile, Credit}

�C , �D �D

Fig. 1. Conjunction and Disjunction Interpretations of a Set of Labels

A label to express objects is extended to a set of labels. Let
L be the set of the objects expressed by a set of labels L .
Conjunction and disjunction interpretations of a set of labels
for a label are extended to for a set of labels. Generally a set
of labels L is interpreted as the intersection or the union of
the sets of objects expressed by the labels of L . Conjunction
is extended at first. Let LCI and LCU be the intersection
and the union of the sets of objects expressed by the labels
in L for conjunction, which are the intersection and union
interpretation of L , respectively. They are formally expressed
as

LCI
=

⋂
L∈L {o | õ �C L} and

LCU
=

⋃
L∈L {o | õ �C L}.

Since the set of objects expressed by L is decided by
the order of õ and L , orders for sets of labels have to be
introduced. The orders corresponding to LCI and LCU are
defined as follows.

Definition 1 For sets of labels L1 and L2,
L1 �CI L2 if ∀L2 ∈ L2, ∀L1 ∈ L1, L1 � L2 and
L1 �CU L2 if ∃L2 ∈ L2, ∀L1 ∈ L1, L1 � L2. �

The orders �CI and �CU exactly express LCI and LCU ,
respectively.

Theorem 1 For a set of labels L , LCI
= {o | õ �CI L}

and LCU
= {o | õ �CU L}. �

Proof: Since LCI
=

⋂
L∈L {o | õ �C L}, ∀L ∈ L , õ �C L

for o in LCI , that is, ∀L ∈ L , ∀L′ ∈ õ, L′ � L for o in LCI

by the definition of conjunction. Then LCI is expressed as
{o | ∀L ∈ L , ∀L′ ∈ õ, L′ � L}, which is {o | õ �CI L} by
Definition 1. In the same way, LCU is expressed as {o | ∃L ∈
L , ∀L′ ∈ õ, L′ � L}, which is {o | õ �CU L}. Q.E.D.

In the same way as conjunction, disjunction is extended for
a set of labels, and they are formally expressed as

LDI
=

⋂
L∈L {o | õ �D L} and

LDU
=

⋃
L∈L {o | õ �D L}.

Definition 2 For sets of labels L1 and L2,
L1 �DI L2 if ∀L2 ∈ L2, ∃L1 ∈ L1, L1 � L2 and
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L1 �DU L2 if ∃L2 ∈ L2, ∃L1 ∈ L1, L1 � L2. �

For a set of labels L , the label of an object in LDI and
LDU is lower than or equal to L according to �DI and �DU ,
respectively.

Theorem 2 For a set of labels L , LDI
= {o | õ �DI L}

and LDU
= {o | õ �DU L}. �

Proof: As the same as the proof of Theorem 1, LDI and
LDU are expressed as {o | ∀L ∈ L , ∃L′ ∈ õ, L′ � L} and
{o | ∃L ∈ L , ∃L′ ∈ õ, L′ � L}, which are {o | õ �DI L}
and {o | õ �DU L}, respectively, by Definition 2. Q.E.D.

The orders for a label and a multi-labeled object were
extended to the orders for sets of labels. There can be, on
the other hand, the extension of orders for a set of labels and
a single-labeled object.
There are two interpretations of a set of labels for single-

labeled objects, intersection and union, which are formally
expressed as

⋂
L∈L L and

⋃
L∈L L, respectively.

Suppose intersection interpretation of L . For a single-
labeled object o and L′ = õ, L′ is lower than or equal to every
label in L , and L′ ⊆ ⋂

L∈L L =
⋂

L∈L {o | õ � L}. Thus a
multi-labeled object o is expressed by L with conjunction if
o is in

⋂
L∈L {o | ∀L′ ∈ õ, L′ � L}. Let L IC be the set of

objects expressed by L for this case, that is
L IC

=
⋂

L∈L {o | ∀L′ ∈ õ, L′ � L}.
In the same way as L IC , the sets of objects expressed

by L for intersection interpretation of L with disjunction
of multi-labeled objects, and for union interpretation of L
with conjunction and disjunction of multi-labeled objects are
defined as

L ID
=

⋂
L∈L {o | ∃L′ ∈ õ, L′ � L},

LUC
=

⋃
L∈L {o | ∀L′ ∈ õ, L′ � L}, and

LUD
=

⋃
L∈L {o | ∃L′ ∈ õ, L′ � L}.

Since the set of objects expressed by L consists of the
objects whose label is lower than or equal to L , the orders
corresponding to L IC , L ID, LUC , and LUD are introduced.

Definition 3 For sets of labels L1 and L2,
L1 �IC L2 if ∀L1 ∈ L1, ∀L2 ∈ L2, L1 � L2,
L1 �ID L2 if ∃L1 ∈ L1, ∀L2 ∈ L2, L1 � L2,
L1 �UC L2 if ∀L1 ∈ L1, ∃L2 ∈ L2, L1 � L2, and
L1 �UD L2 if ∃L1 ∈ L1, ∃L2 ∈ L2, L1 � L2. �

Theorem 3 For a set of labels L , L IC
= {o | õ �IC L},

L ID
= {o | õ �ID L}, LUC

= {o | õ �UC L}, and LUD
=

{o | õ �UD L}. �

Proof: L IC is defined as
⋂

L∈L {o | ∀L′ ∈ õ, L′ � L},
which is {o | ∀L′ ∈ õ,∀L ∈ L , L′ � L}. By the definition
of �IC , L

IC
= {o | õ �IC L}. In the same way, LUC is

{o | ∀L′ ∈ õ,∃L ∈ L , L′ � L}, which is {o | õ �UC L} by
the definition of �UC . The proofs of L

ID and LUD are the
same as the proofs of L IC and LUC , respectively. Q.E.D.

III. THE OBJECTS EXPRESSED BY A SET OF LABELS
Section 2 introduced orders for sets of labels. This section

shows what kinds of objects are expressed by a set of labels

with those orders, and the orders are summarized to four types.
While an object o expressed by a set of labels L is decided

by the order of L and õ, there may exist some labels in L
and õ which do nothing with the decision of the membership.

Example 3 Suppose L1 and õ1 are {Manufacture, Finance}
and {Automobile, Credit, Medicine}, respectively. o1 is in
L1

DI because there is a lower label in õ1 for each label
in L1. Medicine in õ1 does nothing with this membership.
Although there must be a label in õ1 for each label of L1,
õ1 can include unrelated labels to L1. On the other hand, the
labels of object o2 labeled {Automobile, Electronics} in L1

UC

are not lower than or equal to label Finance in L1. Object o3

labeled {Automobile, Medicine} is in L1
DU , where Finance

in L1 and Medicine in õ3 have no role for the membership
of o3 to L1

DU . Fig. 2 illustrates these memberships. �

L1 : {Manufacture, F inance}

õ1 : {Automobile, Credit, Medicine}

�DI

L1 : {Manufacture, F inance}

õ2 : {Automobile, Electronics}

�UC

L1 : {Manufacture, F inance}

õ3 : {Automobile, Medicine}
�DU

Fig. 2. Labels for Membership

For sets of labels L1 and L2, L1 �DI L2 requires that
each label of L2 is lower than or equal to some label in L1,
which is a restriction on the higher set L2. In the same way,
L1 �UC L2 has the restriction on the lower set L1. There
is no restriction in this meaning for L1 �DU L2, which
is equivalent to L1 �UD L2. Thus �DI , �UC , and �DU

(=�UD) are renamed to �RU , �RL, and �RN , respectively.
L1 �RU L2 if ∀L2 ∈ L2, ∃L1 ∈ L1, L1 � L2

L1 �RL L2 if ∀L1 ∈ L1, ∃L2 ∈ L2, L1 � L2

L1 �RN L2 if ∃L1 ∈ L1, ∃L2 ∈ L2, L1 � L2

Let LRU , LRL, and LRN be the sets of the objects expressed
by a set of labels L with orders �RU , �RL, and �RN ,
respectively．
The rest of the orders are �ID, �IC , �CI , and �CU . For

sets of labels L1 and L2, L1 �ID L2 and L1 �IC L2 when
some and each label in L1 is lower than or equal to every
label in L2, respectively. If L2 includes such labels L21 and
L22 that L21 �� L22 and L22 �� L21, there does not exist such
label L that L � L21 and L � L22. Since there is no label
which is lower than or equal to every label in L2, any object
is not expressed by L2 with �ID or �IC . If L2 does not
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include such labels, L2 can be reduced to the lowest label in
L2.

Example 4 Fig. 3 gives examples of memberships of objects
o1 to L

ID (a) and o2 to L
IC (b), respectively. Label Automo-

bile of õ1 and each label Automobile and Airplane of õ2 are
lower than every label of L . L can be reduced to L ′ which
consists of the lowest label Transportation, because a label
lower than or equal to Transportation is always lower than
Manufacture. �

�IC

L : {Manufacture, Transportation}

õ2 : {Automobile, Airplane}

L ′ : {Manufacture}

õ2 : {Automobile, Airplane}
(b)

�IC

L : {Manufacture, Transportation}

õ1 : {Automobile, Credit}
(a)

L ′ : {Transportation}

õ1 : {Automobile, Credit}

�ID �ID=⇒

=⇒

Fig. 3. Reduction of Labels

When a set of labels L is used to express objects with �ID

or �IC , L can be reduced to one label if L ID �= φ and
L IC �= φ. It is obvious that L ID

= LRU and L IC
= LRL

when |L | = 1. Since L ID and L IC are special cases of LRU

and LRL, respectively, �ID and �IC are excluded from our
considerations. �CI is also excluded because L

CI is equal to
L IC .
For the last order �CU , {L1}CU ∩{L2}CU

= φ if L1 �� L2

and L2 �� L1, and {L1}CU ⊆ {L2}CU
if L1 � L2, for L1 and

L2 in L . Thus L
CU

=
⋃

L∈L {L}CU
is the direct union of

the objects expressed by the labels in L which have no higher
label in L . Since the labels in L are treated individually and
{L}CU

= {L}RL
, �CU is also excluded from the discussion.

The orders proposed in Section 2 are reduced to �RU , �RL,
and �RN . There may be other orders defined as that a set of
labels L1 are lower than or equal to a set of labels L2 if L1 �x

L2 and L1 �y L2 (x, y ∈ {CI, CU,DI, DU, IC, ID,UC,
UD}). The orders except the order defined with x = DI and
y = UC are either �x or �y . For example, the order defined
with x = CI and y = CU is �CI .
Since �DI and �UC are �RU and �RL, respectively, the

order where x = DI and y = UC has restrictions of �RU

and �RL. Such order is denoted by �RB , where �RB restricts
both of higher and lower sets of labels. Let LRB be the set of
objects expressed by a set of labels L with order �RB . Since
LRB is expressed as LRB

= {o | õ �RB L} = {o | õ �RU

L , õ �RL L}, �RB is defined as follows.
For sets of labels L1 and L2, L1 �RB L2 if every label

of L2 is higher than or equal to some labels of L1 and every
label of L1 is lower than or equal to some labels of L2.

L1 �RB L2 if ∀L2 ∈ L2, ∃L1 ∈ L1, L1 � L2 and
∀L1 ∈ L1, ∃L2 ∈ L2, L1 � L2

The objects expressed by a set of labels L are LRN , LRU ,
LRL, and LRB . LRN and LRL are the union of the objects
expressed by the labels of L , and LRU and LRB are the
intersection of the objects expressed by the labels of L . LRN

and LRU include objects with labels which are not related to
L , and LRL and LRB do not. In the other words, the labels
of the objects in LRL and LRB are within the range of L .
These discussions are summarized in Fig. 4.

Range
No Yes

Interpretation Union RN RL
Intersection RU RB

Fig. 4. Interpretation and Rage of Sets of Labels

Example 5 For set of labels L =
{Manufacture, F inance}, LRN and LRL are the union of
the objects expressed by the labels of L , which include objects
labeled {Automobile}, {Automobile, Credit}, {Automobile,
Credit, Medicine}, etc. for LRN and {Automobile},
{Automobile, Credit}, etc. for LRL. LRU and LRB are the
intersection, which include the objects labeled {Automobile,
Credit}, {Automobile, Credit, Medicine}, etc. for LRU and
{Automobile, Credit}, etc. for LRB . While objects of LRN

and LRU may include label Medicine which is not related
to Manufacture or Finance, the labels of objects of LRL

and LRB are within the range of Manufacture and Finance.
�

IV. SOUNDNESS OF ORDERS

In Section 3, the orders for sets of labels were summarized
to four types by discussing the objects expressed by sets of
labels. This section shows a desirable property of the orders
for sets of labels to express multi-labeled objects.
In single-label classification, the order of labels is defined by

the order of categories in a classification hierarchy. A label L1

is lower than a label L2 when the category for L1 is lower than
the category for L2. Since a classification hierarchy expresses
concepts in a hierarchical order, the order of labels agrees
with the order of concepts. Thus it is naturally accepted that
an object in L1 is in L2 if L1 is lower than or equal to L2.
In multi-label classification, the concept of a set of labels is
not clear. If an order for sets of labels agrees with the order
for the concepts of sets of labels as the same as single-label
classification, an object in L1 is expected to be in L2 for such
sets of labels L1 and L2 that L1 is lower than or equal to
L2.

Definition 4 An order �x for sets of labels is sound if L1 �x

L2 is equivalent to L1
x ⊆ L2

x for any sets of labels L1 and
L2. �
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Order �RN is not sound. Suppose sets of labels L1 and
L2 such that L1 �RN L2.There may exist a label L1 in L1

which is not lower than or equal to any label of L2. While
an object which has a label lower than or equal to L1 is in
L1

RN , the object may not be in L2
RN because the object

may not have a label which is lower than or equal to a label
of L2. Thus there can exist such objects that are in L1

RN but
not in L2

RN .

Example 6 Let sets of labels L1 and L2 be {Manufacture,
Credit} and {Finance}, respectively. Since Credit in L1 is
lower than Finance in L2, L1 �RN L2. Although object
o labeled {Automobile} is in L1

RN because Automobile is
lower than Manufacture, o is not in L2

RN because Automobile
is not lower than or equal to Finance. Fig. 5 illustrates the
orders between L1, L2, and õ. �

L2 : {Finance}

õ : {Automobile}

L1 : {Manufacture, Credit} �RN

�RN ��RN

Fig. 5. Membership for �RN

The transitivity of orders is a necessary and sufficient
condition for the soundness of orders.

Lemma 1 An order is sound if and only if the order is
transitive. �

Proof: Suppose an order �x is transitive. For a set of labels
L1, an object o is in L1

x if õ �x L1. o is also in such L2
x that

L1 �x L2 because õ �x L2 by the transitivity of õ �x L1

and L1 �x L2. Since every object in L1
x is also in L2

x,
L1

x ⊆ L2
x. If L1

x ⊆ L2
x, object o in L1

x is also in L2
x.

õ �x L2, and L1 �x L2 when õ = L1. Thus �x is sound if
�x is transitive.
For any sets of labels L1, L2, and L3 such that L1 �x L2

and L2 �x L3, L1
x ⊆ L2

x and L2
x ⊆ L3

x if �x is sound.
Since L1

x ⊆ L2
x ⊆ L3

x, an object o in L1
x is in L3

x.
o �x L3, and L1 �x L3 when õ = L1. Thus �x is transitive
if �x is sound. Q.E.D.

While �RN is not transitive as shown in Example 6, where
õ �RN L1 and L1 �RN L2 but õ ��RN L2, �RU , �RL, and
�RB are transitive.

Lemma 2 Orders �RU , �RL, and �RB are transitive. �

Proof: For sets of labels L1, L2, and L3 such that L1 �RU

L2 and L2 �RU L3, ∀L3 ∈ L3, ∃L1 ∈ L1, L1 � L3 because
∀L2 ∈ L2, ∃L1 ∈ L1, L1 � L2 and ∀L3 ∈ L3, ∃L2 ∈
L2, L2 � L3. Thus L1 �RU L3, and �RU is transitive.
The proofs for �RL and �RB are as the same as for �RU .

Q.E.D.

Order �RU , �RL and �RB are transitive, and soundness
of them is proved.

Theorem 4 Orders �RU , �RL, and �RB are sound. �

Proof: �RU , �RL, and �RB are transitive by Lemma 2 and
sound by Lemma 1. Q.E.D.

V. PROPER ORDERS FOR SETS OF LABELS
Another desirable property of the orders for sets of labels

is discussed in this section. Set of labels L1 and L2 are
generally expected to express different objects when L1 and
L2 is different from each other.

Definition 5 An order is proper if L1 �= L2 for any different
sets of labels L1 and L2. �

Let L be a label in L1 − L2 for sets of labels L1 and L2.
The objects expressed by L1 are generally different from the
objects expressed by L2 because of L. If there is a label in
L1 ∩ L2 which is lower than or equal to L, there does not
exist such object that is in L1

RU but not in L2
RU because L

is in L1.

Example 7 Let sets of labels L1 and L2 be
{Manufacture,Automobile} and {Automobile},
respectively. Although L1 − L2 is {Manufacture},
there does not exist such object in L1

RU that is not in L2
RU

because Automobile in L1 ∩ L2 is lower than Manufacture.
�

The resulted orders in Section 3 are proper if sets of labels
are limited to that there is no labels Li and Lj of Li � Lj in a
set of labels. Such set of labels are called exclusive. However,
there are sets of labels which are not exclusive but should
be considered. For example, the label of an object on the
share of automobile industy in manufacturing industry must
be {Manufacture,Automobile}, which is not exclusive.
There may exist such sets of labels L1 and L2 (L1 �= L2)

that L1 �RU L2 and L2 �RU L1, denoted by L1 ≈RU L2,
if L1 or L2 is not exclusive.

Example 8 Let L1 and L2 be {Transportation, F inance}
and {Manufacture, Transportation, F inance}, respec-
tively. L1 ≈RU L2 because L1 �RU L2 and L2 �RU L1

as shown in Fig. 6. �

L2 : {Manufacture, Transportation, F inance}

L1 : {Transportation, F inance}

L2 : {Manufacture, Transportation, F inance}

L1 : {Transportation, F inance}

�RU

�RU

Fig. 6. Example for ≈RU

Suppose L1 �RU L2 for sets of labels L1 and L2, and
let L2 and L′

2 be such labels that L2 ∈ L2, L′
2 �∈ L2, and
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L2 � L′
2. L1 �RU L2 ∪ {L′

2} (= L ′
2) because L1 � L′

2 for
any label L1 in L1 such that L1 � L2 (Fig. 7). Thus L2

RU

and L ′
2

RU
is the same set of objects.

L2 : {· · · , L2, · · · } L′
2 L ′

2 : {· · · , L2, · · · , L′
2}

L1 : {· · · , L1, · · · } L2 L1 : {· · · , L1, · · · }

�RU �RU=⇒

Fig. 7. Redundant Labels of �RU

Generally, a set of labels L can be reduced to the subset
of L consisting of the labels which are not higher than any
other labels of L for �RU . Such subset is defined as the lower
bound of L , formally expressed as

l(L) = {L | L ∈ L , ∀L′ ∈ L (L′ �= L), L′ �≺ L}.
Lemma 3 For a set of labels L , L ≈RU l(L). �

Proof: Since there exists such L′ in l(L) that L′ � L for
each label L in L , ∀L ∈ L , ∃L′ ∈ l(L), L′ � L, which
is the definition of l(L) �RU L . Since l(L) is a subset of
L , ∀L ∈ l(L), ∃L′ ∈ L , L = L′, and L �RU l(L). Thus
L ≈RU l(L). Q.E.D.

The objects expressed by a set of labels L with �RU is the
same objects expressed by the lower bound of L .

Theorem 5 For a set of labels L , LRU
= l(L)

RU
. �

Proof: Each object o in LRU is also in l(L)
RU

because
õ �RU L ≈RU l(L) by Lemma 3, and LRU ⊆ l(L)

RU
.

l(L)
RU ⊆ LRU because each object o in l(L)

RU
is in LRU

by õ �RU l(L) ≈RU L . Thus L
RU

= l(L)
RU
. Q.E.D.

For sets of labels L1 and L2 (L1 �= L2), L1
RU

= L2
RU

if l(L1) = l(L2) by Theorem 5, which shows that �RU is
not proper.
In the same way as the lower bound of a set of labels, the

upper bound of a set of labels L is introduced for LRL. The
upper bound of L is the subset of L consisting of the labels
which is not lower than any labels of L , formally expressed
as

u(L) = {L | L ∈ L , ∀L′ ∈ L (L′ �= L), L �≺ L′}.
Since the same theorems for LRL and u(L)

RL
and for LRN

and u(L)
RN

as Theorem 5 can be proved, orders �RL and
�RN are not proper.

�RB is not proper either because there exists such sets of
labels L1 and L2 that L1 ≈RB L2.

Example 9 Let L1 and L2 be
{Manufacture, Automobile} and {Manufacture,
Transportation, Automobile}, respectively. L1 ≈RB L2

because L1 �RB L2 and L2 �RB L1, which is shown in
Fig. 8. �

Let ul(L) be u(L)∪ l(L). L2 in Example 9 can be reduced
to L1 for �RB , which is ul(L2).

Theorem 6 For a set of labels L , LRB
= ul(L)

RB
. �

L2 : {Manufacture, Transportation, Automobile}

L1 : {Manufacture, Automobile}

L2 : {Manufacture, Transportation, Automobile}

L1 : {Manufacture, Automobile}

�RB

�RB

Fig. 8. Example for ≈RB

Proof: Since ul(L) includes u(L), there exists such L′ in
ul(L) that L � L′ for each label L in L , and ∀L ∈ L , ∃L′ ∈
ul(L), L � L′. ∀L ∈ ul(L), ∃L′ ∈ L , L′ � L because ul(L)
is a subset of L . Consequently, L �RB ul(L), and every
object in LRB is also in ul(L)

RB
, that is, LRB ⊆ ul(L)

RB
.

In the same way, since ul(L) includes l(L), there exists such
L′ in ul(L) that L′ � L for each label L in L , and ∀L ∈ L ,
∃L′ ∈ ul(L), L′ � L. ∀L ∈ ul(L), ∃L′ ∈ L , L � L′ because
ul(L) is a subset of L . Consequently, ul(L) �RB L , and
every object in ul(L)

RB
is also in LRB , that is, ul(L)

RB ⊆
LRB . Q.E.D.

The objects expressed by a set of labels L with �RU , �RL

and �RN , and �RB , are the same objects expressed by l(L),
u(L), and ul(L), respectively. Thus a set of labels is reduced
to the upper or the lower bound of the sets of labels when the
set is not exclusive.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper showed that the objects expressed by a set of
labels L are LRN , LRU , LRL, and LRB . The difference of
them is due to the interpretation of õ and L , whether õ is
within the range of L and whether L express intersection or
union, which were formally discussed by introducing orders
for sets of labels.
There were two desirable properties of orders. One is that

�RU , �RL, and �RB are sound, that is, L1 �x L2 is
equivalent to L1 ⊆ L2. Since the objects expressed by a set
of labels L1 is also expressed by a set of labels L2 if L1 is
lower than or equal to L2 with these orders, the orders can
be used for the concepts of sets of labels.
If sets of labels are exclusive, every order is proper, where

different sets of labels express different sets of objects. Since
labels of objects are generally not exclusive, sets of labels
should not be limited to be exclusive. In utilization of such
objects, sets of labels are reduced to the lower and upper
bounds of the sets for �RU , and �RL and �RN , respectively,
and sets of labels are reduced to the union of the lower and
upper bounds of the sets for �RB .
This paper gave framework to utilize multi-labeled objects

with multiple labels, which can use for advanced application.
In the fields such as semantic web and knowledge manage-
ment, we often face multi-label classification and utilization
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of multi-labeled data [1] [8] [12]. The results of this paper can
be applied to such fields.
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